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NEWS

news

Named not after the aerial path of spacecraft in earth’s atmosphere, but the more mundane
M25 motorway (and home of many an illegal ‘rave’), Orbital finally touch down in Oxford on 13
December. Their influence on dance music over the last two decades cannot be overestimated.
They will be marking 23 years since their first single, the glorious ‘Chime’. Many appearances
at Glastonbury, several albums, numerous classic singles, soundtracks and a Dr Who theme
later, the brothers with the lights on their heads will be bringing the electro party to Cowley
Road. Expect devastating bass, spacey synth and ferocious beats. “Daddy, what does regret
mean?” goes the beginning of their 1994 number three single ‘Satan’. “Well son, not seeing
Orbital when they came to Oxford” could be the 2012 remix’s answer. Thursday 13 December,
O2 Academy Oxford.

Oxford’s alt-indie-folk band The Epstein have signed a deal with PIAS for Benelux, an
arrangement which will see their second album Murmurations distributed in those territories
early next year. The band’s next Oxford appearance will be at the Pindrop Mid-Winter Festival
which happens Sunday 16 December at St John the Evangelist Church on Iffley Road. Other acts
confirmed to play on the night are Flights of Helios, Huck and Rainbow Reservoir. Watch out for
announcements of further acts – Stornoway were the special guests last year at the event
which raised £1,000 for charity.

Oxford’s Alcopop! Records which boasts Gunning For Tamar on its roster was nominated for
Best Small Label at the AIM Awards recently. The eventual winner in their category was
Black Butter Records, the label which had chart success with Rudimental’s ‘Feel the Love’. AIM
is the trade body which represents independent music in the UK.

Kill Murray, cover stars of our April 2012 edition, have released a new track ‘For the Kids’ as a
free download. The track is taken from their forthcoming EP which will come out next year. You
can download ‘For the Kids now on their Bandcamp page at killmurray.bandcamp.com

Foals, whose track ‘Spanish
Sahara’ was voted Best Track
at the NME awards last year,
are back with a new track
‘Inhaler’ which is available
for download now. ‘Inhaler’,
with video directed by Dave Ma
which can be seen online now,
is taken from their next album
Holy Fire which will be released
in February. The band have a
UK tour of small venues in
November and December and
play the Royal Albert Hall on 28
March 2013.

A new live music venue is
opening soon in Oxford. The
White Rabbit is the new name
for the Gloucester Arms at Friars
Entry at Gloucester Green
(mostly known previously as
‘the rock pub’). The venue has
its own PA and dedicated live
room which holds around
100 people, the full venue
capacity being 200. The venue
hadn’t quite opened at time
of going to press due to sound-
proofing issues but you can
keep up with developments and
get in touch at facebook.com/
whiterabbitoxford

Chad Valley, the electronic pop
alter-ego of Jonquil’s Hugo
Manuel has just released
his debut album Young Hunger.
The album features guest
appearances from Jack Goldstein
from Fixers, Twin Shadow
and Orlando Higginbottom
aka Totally Enormous Extinct
Dinosaurs. The album release
is celebrated with a night at
the Cellar on Sunday 25
November with guests Trophy
Wife and Solid Gold Dragons.
Tickets are £7 in advance from
We Got Tickets.
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The recent Oxjam Takeover
event which happened
at various venues
around central Oxford in
October featuring just
about every Oxford act
under the sun, has
raised an incredible
£8,000 for Oxfam. No
date has been set but
we’re told the next
Oxjam Takeover will be
in October next year. See
review of the event on
the Live pages later in
this issue.

Beard Museum and Oxfork have announced two intimate gigs at St Albans Church on Charles
Street, East Oxford in December. 21st has Trophy Wife (with string section) and Kill Murray
playing acoustically, while 22nd has Sweet Billy Pilgrim, Adam Barnes and Phil McMinn.
Tickets are £8 advance or £10 on the door and entry includes a glass of mulled wine. Beard
Museum has also confirmed Patrick Wolf playing a stripped back set on a grand piano with a
string quartet at St John the Evangelist church on Iffley Road on 4 February 2013.

Fixers are hosting an evening of the music of influential avant garde composer and artist, John
Cage at the Port Mahon on Saturday 12 January 2013. Jack and Roo from the band will perform
a selection of Cage’s music along with Max Levy from King of Cats and Ian Staples from 70s
avant garde group Red Square. Tickets are £3 in advance.

Cowley Road Works, the people behind the Cowley Road Carnival start on the road to getting
the event back on Cowley Road in 2013 with a fundraiser at the O2 Academy on Friday 30
November. The carnival was sorely missed from Oxford’s event calendar this year and we look
forward to its return. Andy Hill of Death of Hi-Fi, one of the acts playing on the night told OMS
“The carnival has always been a highlight of the year and is an amazing celebration of the
diversity of Oxford’s musical and cultural landscape.” The lineup for the night includes Secret
Rivals, Death of Hi Fi, Skylarkin’ Sound System and Cuban big band Ran Kan Kan with
Asher Dust as MC. People wishing to get involved with Carnival 2013 should email
info@cowleyroadworks.org or visit the website www.cowleyroadcarnival.co.uk

Rapture, the record shop in Witney, hosts a showing of Last Shop Standing, the documentary film
about the state of the music business and record retail on 19 December at Fat Lil’s. The film explores
how we have lost nearly 2,000 music shops in the last few years in the UK but also how they’re
still an essential way to discover new music. It features interviews with Richard Hawley, Paul Weller,
Johnny Marr, Norman Cook, Billy Bragg and Rapture/Truck Store owner Gary Smith himself. In
addition to an appearance afterwards from Dusty & the Dreaming Spires, there’s a Q&A with Gary
Smith and Graham Jones whose book the film is based on. Advance tickets are £3 from WeGotTickets
– buying a ticket in advance gives you a chance to win a case of Wychwood beer and some CDs.

Catweazle, the weekly night for
the great and the good,
the weird and the wonderful
of Oxford’s musicians, poetry
and performance arts,
celebrated its 18th birthday
recently. The club began life at
the Victoria Arms in Jericho,
then moved to the Northgate
Hall and now happens at the
East Oxford Community Centre.
The word spread further afield
when in 2010 Radio 4 broadcast
a half-hour documentary about
them. They have just begun a
new night, in addition to
Catweazle, at the Oxford Blue
pub in Marston Street near Iffley
Road. The new night takes place
every Tuesday night and is run
on the same principles, with
performers appearing on a ‘first
come first served’ basis. For
more info visit catweazleclub.com

Bear On A Bicycle Records is a
new label for Oxfordshire run by
a collection of bands, solo acts,
artists and photographers all
aged 21 and under. They have
already performed showcases at
Truck Store and further afield at
Sheffield, Southampton and
Camden. Acts on the label
include Jordan O’Shea, WhyRhys,
and Sier Pin Sky. They are about
to release a compilation album
to raise money for the Big
Issue Foundation. Find out
more about the label at
bearonabicycle.co.uk. Read an
interview with the people behind
BOAB now on the MusicInOxford
website www.musicinoxford.co.uk
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Professional multi-track Recording Studio
with large Live Room (45 Sq. Mtrs)

From £125 per day

3 Rehearsal Rooms, all backline, P.A., 
Tuned piano inc. From £10 per hour

SUSY HAINES 07823 770079
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a riot of
my own
tom mckibbin talks to former
winchell riots frontman phil
mcminn about stepping out solo
It seems that Phil McMinn

was as disappointed as

anyone else when his

former band, local

favourites The Winchell

Riots, broke up in October

last year. “After the band

split I put down my guitar

and stopped playing music

for a year. I was so

disgusted by the process

surrounding the break up

of  the band that I couldn’t

have music as part of  my

life.” But absence clearly

makes the heart grow

fonder – McMinn is now

back with a solo EP, ‘A

Crystal / A Diamond /

An End / A Start’,

released this month via

Beard Museum. “In the

last few years I had to

work out whether I really

wanted to play music

again but ultimately I

realised I don’t have a

choice in the matter.”

Many people in Oxford

will be glad to hear of

McMinn’s compulsion to

create music, but I asked

him whether he had

noticed a void in the local

music scene, perhaps an

arena-sized hole that had

been left by his former

band. “I feel a more

general absence in the

local scene of  a time that

has passed when the

Zodiac was the centre of

the world; there was a

community of  people

working towards a

common goal, and

everyone was friends with

everyone else. That doesn’t

exist anymore, not that I

can see. It’s a lot more

broken up now.”

After being in two of

Oxford’s most hotly-tipped

bands in the past decade

(Fell City Girl and The

Winchell Riots) one can

imagine how easy it would

be to become jaded with

the music business in

general. “There’s only so

many times you can see a

band form, get signed, get

hyped, get dropped and

split up before you start to

become a bit more serene

about it all. And that cycle

was getting me down so I

stopped listening largely.”

But McMinn hasn't

entirely given up on

Oxford bands – he still

has place in his heart for

the likes of  Family

Machine, Gunning for

Tamar and Oxford’s elder

statesmen Radiohead.

But it was his formative

experiences of  being in

bands that informed

McMinn’s decision to go

solo in 2012. “I’ve worked

with bands for years and I

just got tired of  the process

of  having to ‘consult’

before I booked a gig, or

check with girlfriends

whether we could go on

tour, or have my songs put

in front of  people for

inspection before we could

proceed and work on

them. I trust myself, just

about, these days, and I

don’t need other people to

quantify that.”

Along with former

Winchell Riots bassist Rich

Leicester, McMinn slowly

brought together ‘A Crystal

/ A Diamond / An End /

A Start’, a process which

he describes as “me trying

to break Pro Tools.” But

with one beast tamed, how

has McMinn taken to being

a solo artist, devoid of  the

bombast of  a backing

band? “I made a deliberate

decision to engage with the

fact that I can’t be as loud

or brash as either of  my

bands have been, and that

was important. With an

acoustic guitar and a vocal

there’s no hiding, so I

had to relearn how to

play and how to be on

stage, which is something

I’m still getting to grips

with.” But fans of

Winchell Riots will no

doubt find the transition a

much smoother one

because, as McMinn

notes: “I was the

songwriter in The Winchell

Riots, so there’s bound

to be some continuation

there musically.”

I ask McMinn if  there

will be a solo album if  all

goes well with the EP:
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river deep
mountain
high
leo bowder discovers what the new trippy
folk outfit flights of helios are all about

“It’s always about money,

which dictates how much

an artist can achieve. I get

so mad with bands who

put some shit out in some

shit artwork they did

themselves – surely there is

much more at stake than

that? There has to be value

to music and I don’t want

to flood the world with

music unless it’s totally

worth it.” The earnest

singer-songwriter leaves us

with his philosophy on the

importance of  music:

“People die to music,

people break up to music,

people get born to music.

So that has to be respected.

Charles Bukowski says it

better: ‘unless it comes

unasked out of  your

heart and your minds and

your mouth and your gut,

don’t do it.’” 

I’ve been in Oxford for over

6 years and, until now, have

never been to a gig on a

boat. But choosing after dark

on a freezing late October

evening to… er… break the

ice is perhaps a bit nuts.

Flights of  Helios, Oxford’s

newish folk/dronepop

collective are at the helm

for the experience (not

literally, there is an actual

boat driver for that). As we

edge down the Thames,

the band settle into a

spellbinding  ‘Apple’ (an

old folk tune reimagined as

a psychedelic epic), Chris

Beard’s angelic vocals are

suitably majestic, as is the

band’s performance, and

we sit on the floor, cross

legged in front of  the amps

and try to relax into it

despite the chill. They play

‘Star’ (the forthcoming

single), ‘Crows’ and, with

the boat stopped

dramatically under

Donnington Bridge, a

stunning ‘Dynah and

Donalogue’, a cautionary

tale of  a country lass

falling in love with a priest.

The band are as edgy as

the subject matter – stabs

of  keys, samples and sound

effects melting into the

stratospheric guitar and

ominous bass, all held

together by some intricate,

yet sturdy, drum work.

A musical feast. We return

to base with a haunting

‘Pinafore’, the tone briefly

lowered by, apparently, and

not part of  the show we’re

assured, a mooning tramp.

A few days later I catch

up with bassist Phil Oakley

for refreshment in a

riverside pub and get the

low down. What’s with the

boat thing?, we ask firstly.

Phil: “Well, it’s not a new

thing with rock bands – the

Sex Pistols did it – though

our songs are a bit longer

and slower, and we didn’t

get arrested! But seriously,

the trip was organised for a

charity that I’m involved

with, Artisjustaword – we

work with schools and

young people, getting them

into music, art dance and

drama. We’re going to be

doing more trips like this on

Salters Steamers in different

locations on the Thames

next year.” Phil tells me the

band itself  has been together

for over a year. Chris Beard

was in Harry Angel (now

These Are Our Demands),

James Currie was in

Komrad, Seb Reynolds from

Keyboard Choir (and The

Epstein) and James Maund

(a ‘dronetastic guitarist –

he’s really big on the

atmospherics’) played in Cat

Matador. They did a couple

of  gigs in the Holywell

where they played traditional

folk tunes and thought ‘this

works’ and settled on the

line up and started doing

their own material. It is an

eclectic mixture of  styles

and influences, folk,

electro, indie, rock, yet

unmistakeably ‘Oxford’.

Phil refers to it as ‘grief

wave’ “It’s our new

sub-genre of  drone pop”.

Flights of  Helios – a band

who, to these ears, seem

ready for take off. 

phil mcminn’s ep
‘a crystal / a diamond /

an end / a start’ is
released on beard

museum in december on
download & limited cd



Brian Briggs, singer-

guitarist from Oxford

indie/folk darlings

Stornoway, took a hearty

swig from his quadruple

Scotch and considered the

question carefully, before

responding in measured

tones – “I quite like the

ridged variety of  crisps,

because they do seem to

hold that much more

flavour. The recent fad for

Kettle™ crisps(sic)… I like

them but they do tend to

erode the roof  of  the

mouth, and I’ve got a very

fragile roof  of  mouth”.

At this OMS nods

empathetically – Yes, that

can be a problem… and

stornoway
brian and jon from the band on
their impending return to the
fray with a new album and two
nights at oxford town hall in
february. leo bowder gets the
whisky and quavers in…
Cover picture by Jill Furmanovsky 
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you Jon? we ask,–

“Quavers™” – is the

response from Mr Ouin,

the mercurial multi-

instrumentalist. Tempted

as we are to posit an

esoteric interpretation onto

their differing choices of

salty snacks, it is time to

press on, for there is much

to tell. According to the

lads, this year has been a

‘busy time’, working away

on the new album (debut

LP Beachcomber’s Windowsill

was made two and a half

years ago). At the same

time they’ve stopped

touring – apart from ‘a few

festivals this summer’ –

instead spending time in

Rob (Steadman; drums)

and Oli’s (also Steadman,

bass) garage; their base for

recording. Whereas the last

album took a few years,

this has taken just an

intensive few months. It’s

all new material apart from

an older track (‘November

Song’, which – I reckon at

least – contains Brian’s

finest lyric: “with my nose

like a fox and my skin like

a chicken, I steal into bed

where it’s warm as an

oven” – he is touchingly

impressed by my ability to

recall at least some of  it)

recorded – appropriately

enough – in November, in

a certain draughty barn in

Steventon. They’ve also

recorded in East Oxford

Community Centre,

Pegasus Theatre and St

Michael’s church on the

Cornmarket – (complete

with bin men, buskers and

assorted ambient noises

from the street).

Historically Brian tended

to turn up with song ideas,

this time round Jon’s

written one track and co-

wrote another, and Oli’s

been more involved in

arrangements. But what of

the ‘sound’: any new/

unusual instrumentation

on this album? Brian:

“Well, a mandolin’s new to

us, Adam – my brother – is

playing the Appalachian

Dulcimer [Ed: a lap-based

stringed instrument], Jon is

playing a harpsichord.

We’ve got a glass

harmonica – which has

different sized glass bowls

which resonate when you

rub it – a bit like wine

glasses, that sort of  tone.

We’ve got strings and brass,

Oli plays the clarinet, Rob

played the German spoons,

we’ve got autoharp… the

usual mix of  stuff.”

Quite. And the style –

can we expect any radical

departures from the

Stornoway Sound – jazz,

county and western, drum

and bass kind of  thing?

Jon– “I hope noone will be

perturbed by it, but I feel

there have been a few

stylistic excursions this time

around. Sounds we haven’t

had in our palate before.

There is a bit of  drum and

bass, a bit of  country and

Americana. We did one

Yoko Ono style, lots of

screaming – in a bag – but

it didn’t make it on the

record…”

More’s the pity. The

album – described by

Brian as ‘less teenage,

more grown up’ – is

tentatively due for release

‘early next year’ (possibly

February or March) and

the band have announced

a couple of  gigs in the

[Oxford] Town Hall on

Valentine’s Day and the

day after, they’ll book a few

before that ‘up North’, and

then some after the album

comes out. Then maybe

some festivals?

Jon, taking his face out

of  a bag of  Quavers™,

fields this one – “Yeah,

Cheesefest and Piddlefest!”

In Oxford they have

performed everywhere it is

possible for a band to play

(and one – the Sheldonian

that it generally isn’t) – the

O2, Jericho Tavern,

Jacqueline Du Pre, A1 Pool

Hall, Isis Tavern, the

Rusty, the Holywell Music

Room, and countless other

venues, pubs and clubs. In

promoting the first album

they played ‘pretty much

everything we were

offered’ according to

Brian. But what of

London, the conquering of

which is seen by many

local groups as the Holy

Grail of  the UK scene?

Jon leans in to OMS

conspiratorially and raises an

eyebrow – “we were thinking

about playing in the House

of  Commons, during PM’s

question time to diffuse the

atmosphere a bit…”

Brian, after returning

from powdering his nose,

reveals – “We’re going to

play in an art installation –

it looks like a boat perching

on top of  Queen

Elizabeth’s memorial

overlooking the Thames –

it’s been put there for a

year – Jarvis Cocker’s been

in there. It’s a gig to no

one, basically for the web –

that’s in December.

London is so big; you could

play a million times and

never get an audience. Every

time you go you get different

people, but if  you get good

promoters and good nights

you can go back and get a

following there.”

The conversation turns

to employment. The lads

confide that they are in a,

perhaps enviable to many,

position whereby they are

able to list ‘professional

musician’ as their

occupation. Despite this,

Jon – who worked for some

time ‘in publishing’ – still

feels he is ‘skiving’. “I’m

just on permanent

holiday” he confides – “as

long as you’re not neurotic,

it’s really good…” Brian

returning from the bar

with a tray of  assorted

snacks, pints and whisky

chasers tells us – “I was

looking after snakes before

this, but my boss was a

massive music fan and

when he heard I might

become a global star he

said ‘go for it, son’. I

remember getting a text

from Jon saying, ‘did you

hear about the band who

got offered a place on Jools

Holland and a record deal

on the same day?’” That

band was, of  course

Stornoway – a group who,

like a certain variety of

crisp, seem to hold that

much more flavour.

stornoway play oxford
town hall on 14 & 15

feburary 2013

“i remember getting a text from jon saying,
‘did you hear about the band who got offered
a place on jools holland and a record deal
on the same day?’”
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bbc introducing
oxford
with
show producer liz green
There has been a feast of

fabulous new music sent

to us this month giving us

the chance to do what we

like to do best here at

Introducing – play artists

for the very first time.

That’s exactly what

happened to

Summertown-based

bedroom producer Theo

Bass. We loved his lo-fi

post rock dance track

Twisce and we’re looking

forward to playing some

more of  his music on the

show. Another highlight

was Limbo Kids’ offering,

Heartshots – a superbly

catchy pop track that

you can’t help but sing

along to.

It was lovely to have

singer songstress Jess Hall

in the studio earlier this

month. She told us all

about her exciting

European tour and how

a move to Oxford

kickstarted her love of  song writing. I also caught up

with Richard Walters after his packed out album launch

at St Alban’s – the atmospheric East Oxford Church

was an apt venue to showcase some of  his mournful,

yet beautiful tunes which are taken from his new

release Regret Less.

Introducing also got involved in Radio Oxford

celebrations for Beatles Day – commemorating the 50th

anniversary of  the Beatles’ first single Love Me Do by

asking some of  best local bands to record their versions

of  the Beatles’ greatest tracks. The Dreaming Spires,

Bug Prentice, Toliesel, Fixers and Greg Stuart from We

Aeronauts managed to do justice to the Fab Four’s

legacy, creating some fantastic covers. If  you missed this

treat, fear not – we will hopefully be releasing the tracks

on iTunes to raise money for Children in Need at the

end of  this month. Previous Introducing in Oxford

records have raised about £3,000 for the charity.

Hear BBC Introducing in Oxford every Sunday

9–10pm on 95.2FM. The show is available to

listen to again on the iPlayer, or you can

subscribe to the podcast via iTunes. If  you have

any music news you’d like included in the show,

email elizabeth.green1@bbc.co.uk and if  you’re

making great music, don’t forget to upload

your songs to www.bbc.co.uk/introducing.

THE DREAMING SPIRES
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How long has the studio
been going?
Just started!

What’s it all about?
In addition to making my

own music as Mr Fogg, I’ve

found myself  doing more

and more production work

for other people over the

last couple of  years. I

decided to take the plunge

and set up a space where I

can focus on working with

other people, whether that

be producing other artists,

remixing, co-writing or

composing for TV and

film. The focus is on

making great records with

people who want a bit

more of  a creative

experience than you might

find in your average local

demo studio.

What are you working on
at the moment?
I’ve just finished a debut

single for a very talented

Oxford-based singer-

songwriter called

Gavroche, this week I’m

working with a band called

Perfect Life (which is made

up of  members of

Morning Runner and The

Race) and then after that

I’m working with Sarah

Williams White, who has

been getting a lot of

support from Radio 1. So,

from a nocturnal acoustic

singer-songwriter, to an

extremely epic

guitar/synth band, to

almost-r‘n’b electronica in

a few days.

What’s your favourite bit
of kit?
I recently bought the

contents of  one of  the old

studios at the BBC World

Service, which included a

Calrec RQD 6400 quad

compressor. Super rare

and sounds amazing.

Do you favour recording
bands all together or
separately?
It totally depends on the

record, and it’s one of

those things that people

spend too much time

worrying about.

Sometimes you can

capture a special

atmosphere by tracking a

whole band, sometimes

you need a particular

sound that’s only possible

by doing things separately.

What’s the best album/
track you’ve recorded?
That’s like being asked to

choose between your

children. I’ve been lucky

enough to do some really

interesting collaborations

over the years; from the

Icelandic composer

Olafur Arnalds, to

electronic producers like

Raffertie, to pop artists

like The Good Natured

and Ruby Frost. The

interesting thing for me is

the challenge of  working in

different genres and

applying what you learn in

new contexts.

Lo-fi or sumptuous and
well produced – what’s
your preference?
I suppose the point is that

if  you do everything the

“industry standard” way

your records will sound the

same as everybody else’s.

In the past I’ve used a

beautiful recording of

string players from the

Reykjavik Symphony

Orchestra on the same

record as a bassline made

by humming into the web

cam mic on a Macbook.

It’s about using whatever

tool will achieve the sound

you want. Sometimes that

tool is expensive or

complex, sometimes it’s

the opposite.

Any funny anecdotes
from sessions?
I worked with a very

well-known beatboxer who

got drunk during the first

day of  recording, recorded

the first verse, and then

had to catch a plane to

Germany to play a festival.

When he came back to do

the rest of  the track he was

adamant that it was

necessary to attain an

identical level of

drunkenness in order to

have the same “vibe” in

the second verse.

Apparently champagne is

most effective for this.

Tell us about the future in
terms of recording?
We’re long past the point

where almost any studio

can guarantee you a

technically perfect

recording. More than ever

before, great records come

down to talent. That has

always been, and always

will be, the thing that makes

the real difference.

website:
winduprecordingcompany.

com
email:

winduprecordingcompany
@gmail.com

located in steventon,
oxfordshire

MR FOGG

let’s go down
the studio
with mr fogg from the wind-up recording company
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For many people, these O2 shows were the first chance to see
Radiohead take their latest album The King of Limbs to the live
stage. Whilst the record was full of interesting ideas and the
occasional moment of genius, at only eight tracks long it left a
number of listeners feeling like it was a job not quite finished.
Fortunately, in the live arena, everything clicks together.

This is the first tour Radiohead have taken on since their stage
tragically collapsed in Toronto a few months ago, killing a crew
member and destroying their backline and unique lighting rig.
Predictably, the set still looks fantastic. A dozen or so screens
hang from the ceiling, re-arranging themselves for every track to
display almost uncomfortably close images of each band member.
During the set, they vary in height, at times lowering themselves
to rest just over the bands head to create an unbelievable sense
of intimacy in such a vast setting. The lighting is made up
entirely of recycled water bottles. Most importantly, however, the
band still sound out of this world.

Opener ‘Lotus Flower’ sets the scene – it’s constrained and
controlled, yet still has so much energy and conviction. Joined on
stage by extra drummer Clive Deamer of Portishead fame, who
does a fantastic job of complimenting Philip Selway, he helps
bring to life the electronic beats that featured so heavily on the
record. From that dramatic opening, the 20,000 people inside the
venue are completely captivated. We’re treated to a couple of
blasts from the past – the opening notes to ‘Airbag’ and ‘Paranoid
Android’ will never fail to send their fans into a frenzy – but really
this is about a new era for Radiohead. Songs like ‘Feral’ – slightly
lifeless and forgettable on record – skitter along with such

intensity that it’s impossible to decide when to take a loo break.
There’s no way that this sort of minimal, schizophrenic
electronica should ever work on a scale of this magnitude, but
somehow – it does.

The display of musicianship throughout is ridiculously
impressive. Ed O’Brien simply stands and delivers guitar lines that
you wouldn’t believe were coming out of a Les Paul if you weren’t
there actually watching and hearing them (see the synth/string-
like noises on ‘Nude’ for reference), whilst Johnny Greenwood tears
around the stage from percussion to keyboard to guitar to a load
of complicated looking electronics to a radio. His brother Colin
hardly moves throughout, preferring to focus on knocking out killer
basslines at every corner. And then there’s their singer. You know
the one that does that weird dancing? Thom Yorke, that’s the one.
His voice sounds incredible, and his moves are on top form tonight –
the whole band seem to be enjoying themselves as much as ever.

The real mark of achievement of this performance comes when
you realise that the band could have played a completely different
twenty four song set, and nothing would have been lost. There
aren’t many ‘hits’ tonight, or even heavier numbers, but it doesn’t
matter. ‘Myxomatosis’ and ‘The Gloaming’ prove that tracks from
the dark corners of their back catalogue can still sound as haunting
and relevant as they did when they first started playing them live.
By the time the opening notes of ‘Everything In Its Right Place’
ring out, you’re more than assured that it was worth the £70 price
tag. When ‘Idioteque’ kicks in as they return for a third (yes, third)
encore, any doubts you had about whether or not you were watching
the greatest band in the world are removed. (SK)

radiohead
o2 arena, london
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The uncompromising Kevin Rowland returned to Oxford for the first
time since 1980. Back then Dexys had a longer name, a short
history, and most of its founding members on board. It’s been a
rocky road since then.

Kevin, founding members, Pete Williams, ‘Big’ Jim Paterson
and the rest of the band are not here to milk the revivalist
‘Greatest Hits’ circuit. In their Speakeasy-come-Brighton Rock-
style outfits, they play the Mercury-nominated One Day I’m Going
To Soar album from start to finish before playing another hour or
so of older songs. In doing so, they raise the roof.

Rowland’s voice is still recognizable as the passionate,
snarling, yelping white soul-boy but there is a timbre of age that
makes it richer than it has ever been.

The set is brought to life with a theatricality that never
threatens to overshadow the material and the singers prowl the
stage – from the stoic Mick Talbot on one side, to Paterson

grooving on his trombone at the other.  The band match Rowland’s
and secondary vocalist Pete William’s performances with verve,
and their instruments’ banter easily equals the dramas up front.

The first half ends with the confessional ‘It’s O.K. John Joe’
which briefly returns us to the mood created at the start of the
show. Briefly though. Pete declares that they cannot leave us like
this and this is the cue for another hour of some of Dexys’ finest
moments. Not a greatest hits but we get ‘Until I Believe In My Soul’
and a stunning version of ‘Tell Me When My Light Turns Green’
which somehow is made even better by Williams turning up in a
policeman costume. There’s no ‘Geno’ but there is a reclamation
of ‘C’mon Eileen’ from karaoke land.

Tonight it seems Kevin Rowland is at ease with himself and at
ease with the band.  They are having a fantastic time and the
audience, all out of their seats and crowded down at the front are
having a whale of a time too. (AB)

dexys
new theatre, oxford
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nineteenpoint
Exceptional quality graphic

design for print and online.

• Web design

• Music packaging

• Poster design

• Logos

• Print & editorial design

• Design consultancy

• Search engine optimisation

• Competitive rates

www.nineteenpoint.com

It’s not often Oxford can welcome a band who’ve achieved the cult
success that Californian hip hop/alt-indie act WHY? can claim,
so it’s no surprise that The Bullingdon is packed out to see how
they fare. A lot of the band’s success is down to the sheer
brilliance of 2008’s Alopecia and the set is packed full of the
highlights from that record. Still, tonight was the first
performance of new album Mumps etc…, released on the
notorious City Slang label, and fans new and old were anxious to
hear how the new material would come across.

Despite the number of musicians on stage (there are two extra
live members), they never overplay their hand, always leaving
room for things to build and develop. The haunting harmonies and
delicate keyboard lines coming from the back of the stage,
coupled with a double drummer extravaganza, provide a superb
base for frontman Yoni Wolf to work his magic over.

Wolf cuts an entertaining figure on stage – never properly
looking out and engaging with the crowd, yet you feel involved all
of the time. When he’s not rapping he’s playfully dancing around
on stage, playing off the energy provided by his bandmates. Whilst
most of the new stuff is warmly received, the greatest cheers are
reserved for the highlights from their back catalogue. ‘Crushed
Bones’ and ‘Vowels Pt II’ are shouted back at Wolf with adoration,
and you can see why. The band come across as endearing, and
sound superb. Even a struggling sound system doesn’t curtail our
enjoyment – WHY? are nothing like anything else you will see live,
and a special treat for Oxford indeed. (SK)

why?
the bullingdon, oxford
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Support on a wet Sunday evening came from London three-piece
Bear’s Den who are full of good intentions, hummable tunes and
humour. They’re well received by the half full (or pessimistically
half empty) room – the sound of Folk Fan Weekly being appreciatively
rustled could be heard over the grumbles at the lack of real ale
behind the bar as the thoughtful audience stroked their beards.

Interest and volume increased as soon as the main attraction
appeared – dressed in red and black, long hair and moustaches
for the boys, ponchos and guitars for the girls, clearly a band with
a sharp sense of style. Talk of the Smoke Fairies often references
the names of celebrity admirers – Richard Hawley sung on an early
single with them, they were the first act to release a single on
Jack White’s Third Man label, and Mark Lanegan plays an epic
version of the Fairies’ song ‘Devil in my Mind’ as a salute to their
version of his song ‘Wish you Well’. Loved by rock royalty and
gaining a reputation as a great live band to see – surely the sultry
Katherine and smouldering Jessica could raise a smile at some
stage of the evening? A light hearted comment about drinking tea

was the nearest they came to cracking those serious, pouting looks
– ever wistful and clearly dreaming of warmer nights, mystical
and magical in their world of sprites and elves.

The music shows influence of classic English and American
folk, blues, country and many of the big names in song writing, but
also draws parallels with current acts such as Bat for Lashes, Cat
Power and even Florence Welch at the more dramatic times. What
separates the Smoke Fairies is the quality of the songs, the
musicianship and the edge of dark delta blues that creeps in and
draws the listener on the journey. ‘Let me know’ cruises along with
twists and turns, ‘The Three of Us’ raises the volume with slide
guitar leading a rock solid rhythm in this mysterious road trip that
means what you want it to mean, if you know what I mean. The
band have a tradition of ending their sets with a cover, and we get
an outstanding version of The Cult’s ‘She Sells Sanctuary’. In stripping
the main riff and chorus out of the song it took a minute or two for
the murmur of recognition to go through the crowd, but it built to
a glorious crescendo to end the evening on a high. (JS)

smoke fairies
o2 academy, oxford

Cowley Road is an interesting place to be on any day of the year but
Gathering made it feel like an even more stimulating a location.
From early afternoon, the pavements were crawling with music-
hunters gorging themselves at the numerous venues along the stretch.
Poledo took the quietly anticipatory vibe, shook it up, and opened the
day’s proceedings. Unadorned and honest, it was a raucous din of a
first act through which melodic threads didn’t get lost. Uninterested
in easing the audience in, the chunky bass barrelled along below
the growling riffs and ruggedly welcomed the onlookers to the party.

Across the road, Beta Blocker and the Body Clock were
treating the Bullingdon’s first audience of the day a little more
gently. With fuzz aplenty and languid vocals sounding like they
were being sung from a tunnel, the prominent drums didn’t
change this from being a lo-fi, laid back affair.

A change to the schedule had Empty White Circles crowd the
stage next, the welcome presence of a mandolin-wielding member
making them five-strong. Most of what followed was a pleasant,
folky affair possessed of nice harmonies and the input of an electric
guitar that struggled at times not to sound a little incongruous.
Shimmering and complimentary at its best, though, this was an
enjoyable set, the conclusion of which was unplugged, delivered
in, and amongst, the sizeable and appreciatively hushed audience.

At the Academy, I’m just in time to see the rather shy-looking
Pixel Fix close out a slot that sounded much more confident than
they appeared on stage. Downstairs, shortly afterwards, were
Bastille. Enjoying an enthusiastic reception from the hordes, they

delivered an equally animated set that saw Dan Smith pounding
a drum of his own in the service of rhythmic emphasis. It was
high-energy stuff, thrown out with definition and force and made
it easy to see why the band are riding such a surge of popularity.
A couple of covers (‘City High’ and ‘Rhythm of the Night’) were
incorporated too, both of which were fantastically done but, in
being so, raised the question of whether Bastille’s own songs are
quite as good as they ought to be.

Spector provided the headline act upstairs in the Academy where
Fred Macpherson was at his comb-brandishing, sarcastic, best, at
the helm of the turn-of-the-millennium indie lovers. All the best
moments from their debut album were thrown out with a punchy,
efficient swagger – ‘Celestine’ and ‘Friday Night, Don’t Ever Let It
End’ being particularly spirited. The latter was a sentiment the
sell-out crowds echoed entirely; on this evidence, here’s hoping
Gathering will be a long-lived and illustrious annual event. (RM)

gathering
various venues, oxford
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Ioneye declared the Oxjam Takeover open with a brisk set, stamped
with the influence of the Arctic Monkeys. So young are this four-
piece, though (‘Hi, Miss’, lead Dave Allen greeted one of his
teachers at one point), that they have enough time and talent for
them to go places all their own. Speaking of which, you’re unlikely
to be taken more places in a gig of this brevity than Brickwork
Lizards managed. Almost filling the Turl Street Kitchen’s first floor
with band members, the assortment of instruments on display
stunningly evoked numerous flavours. Here, an exotically spiced
African vista began to descend and there, a matador entered the
bullring under the sultry Andalusian sun. Their foot-stomping,
trumpet-whirling finale carried us to the Purple Turtle where
ArtClassSink utilised the cavernous setting to conjure a distinctly
foreboding sound. The riffs, especially, are like evacuation alarms
before a hurricane makes landfall, wailing above Joe Biggs’ voice
and the drum beats ricocheting off the walls.

Grudle Bay followed with what was an encouraging set to fans
and casual listeners alike. Hodges and Allsworth banished any doubts
that their latest EP, ‘Zoo Papa’, might have suggested about vocal
strength and portrayed an assurance and downright likeability
that can’t help but augur well for the band. ‘Low Fuss’s beautifully
flickering fret play was on fine display, and ‘Aperture’ was as
lovely as any of the assembled might have dared hope.

The Canadian indie-folk set-up, Evening Hymns were in town on
the last call of a tour supporting Wooden Sky and were a welcome
addition. They moved seamlessly from mournfully sparse guitar
picking to rock of a more traditional constitution before offering up
‘Cedars’, a beautiful, placid lake of a song, inspired (like much of the
material) by the passing away of lead singer, Jonas Bonnetta’s father.

This came to feel like a momentary oasis of calm, as Secret
Rivals casually sidled up to the Cellar’s stage next only to unleash
a string of raw, impassioned songs punctuated by Corcoran’s
trademark unrestrained yelling. Saez appeared a little subdued
at times (then again, wouldn’t anyone next to her partner?) but
carried off the synth lines perfectly, making the well-known adage
about the band’s sound mirroring the emotional turmoil described
in the songs truer today than ever.

Bringing the curtain down at the Art Centre were Jack Goldstein
and Roo Bhasin of Fixers who had already commenced an almost
ceaseless stream of noise as we arrived. This was utterly unlike
anything that had gone before; at times the room felt like it was
descending into sonic chaos but direction and melody always
emerged in swirling, powerful surges. As the audience began to
thin out, pieces of guitar littered the ground, a seemingly never-
ending embrace between the two protagonists had taken place
and everyone was left wondering what exactly it was that they’d
just heard, and seen, unfold. By the time next year’s Takeover
comes around, we might have just figured it out. (RM)

oxjam takeover
various venues, oxford

EVENING HYMNS
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I feel sorry for Aiden Grimshaw, not because he isn’t talented,
but because he’s become a by-product of X Factor… and it
doesn’t seem to have done him any favours. We’re upstairs at the
O2 surrounded by an underwhelming-sized audience mostly
made up of screaming teenage girls. Aiden even makes a
comment about the parents standing at the back. I’m not
saying the crowd don’t appreciate him but it doesn’t seem like his
target demographic.

I stumbled across him at The Great Escape in Brighton
before he was on X Factor – I didn’t know who he was but
was compelled by the gospel sample “Give me all your
love please” which I later found out to be ‘Curtain Call’ off his
debut album. The Great Escape crowd, somewhat more
discerning than tonight, seemed a much more suitable context
for him.

Not discouraged by the low turn out here and the makeup of
the audience, he manages to turn out a performance. He
plays tracks mostly off his debut album Misty Eye, an extremely
vulnerable, heart-on-sleeve affair of songs about being in love –
you get the gist that it’s not the typical fairy tale kind though.
At times, he takes you through what can only appear as very
dark parts of his life – ‘Poachers Timing’ with the line “give
me some rope which I can hang with” – he mentions that
his mum’s first remark on hearing the album was “Are you
alright, Aiden?”. There is a raw honesty here and it’s
compelling, and, at times, unsettling, but he still manages
to keep things rocking with the tight drumbeats and
electro-pop backing.

It’ll be interesting to see if the Cowell seal of approval turns out
to be a good or bad thing for him in the long run. (HD)

aiden grimshaw
o2 academy, oxford

The Courtyard is a 200 capacity Youth Arts Centre in Bicester well
known to local rock bands and is growing its reputation with
touring acts. Tonight the lights went down and a buzz spread
across the small room as A Trust Unclean made their way onto the
stage. Initial signs were that they were primed to kick ass. They
kicked off their set with ‘Architect of Illusion’, which got the crowd
moshing – which was to be expected from Bicester’s premier
grindcore metal band.

It wasn’t the best performance ATU have given at the
Courtyard but it definitely was one of the best. After two or
three songs people in the crowd started screaming for them
to play ‘Whore’, clearly one of their most popular songs. The
atmosphere got more and more intense as the set drove on,
with guys flying all over the place – the grindcore novices at the
gig clinging to each other at the side as ATU screamed their hearts
out. (AF)

a trust unclean
the courtyard, bicester

A TRUST UNCLEAN
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limbo kids
wanderlust ep
Limbo Kids unleash a trio of songs that make up an EP of
enormous promise. The opener, ‘Heartshots’, is an infectious
conjunction of the verse’s echoic vocals hitting the sudden
clarity of the chorus, as it relentlessly undulates and grooves
towards a rhythmic conclusion that belongs on the dance
floor. The high points of the record follow, residing as they do
in ‘Wanderlust’. The intriguing tonal shifts in the mantra-like
chorus are beautiful and imbued with a profundity and
meditative poise aided by Rose Dagul’s wonderful cello
playing. It’s a marvellous song which deserves numerous
replays, but before you’ve had time to indulge the reflection
it provokes, ‘Desire’ snatches back the initiative. With its early
summer hues and gloriously relaxed feel, it builds, layer by
layer, towards a close that is unseasonally sun-bronzed and
resplendent. We’re not supposed to say too much about Limbo
Kids’ provenance but we can say we’d like to hear more
please. (RM)

seabuckthorn
the silence woke me
Prolific craftsman of ambient acoustic raga soundscapes,
Seabuckthorn returns with another evocative collection of
songs, boosted by a subtle but tangibly bigger emphasis on
rhythm than last years fantastic In Nightfall. Relying this time
on his trusty 12-string acoustic, shruti box and whatever
percussive instruments he had lying around, Seabuckthorn
(aka Andy Cartwright) weaves together ten cohesive tracks
that take you on a metaphysical journey through the
Serengeti, the Amazon rainforest, Mayan ruins, with a
few fleeting stopovers in the Middle East and all with an
underlying Indian drone. And he does all this without ever
descending into the arena of Paul Simon’s studied take on
‘world music’ or staying loyal to any particular geographic
region, tribe or sect. Instead Cartwright has a natural
propensity towards folk music that feels ancient and steeped
in mysticism. An exceptional treasure. (TM)
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black hats
button down shirt
‘Button Down Shirt’, the new single
from local riled-up pop punkers Black
Hats, is released as both a pay what
you like download, and a limited edition
collectors single. Musically, it’s more of
the same as you’d expect from them –
rhythm driven, club friendly, indie pop
as displayed on recent EP ‘Austerity for the Hoi Polloi’ – a
perfectly produced cohesion of energetic vocals, upbeat
drums, and reverb laden guitars. Certainly, they haven’t done
anything ground breaking, but then again, why change what
already works? (CC)

wild swim
echoes
Wild Swim are a precocious quintet of
undergraduates led by a trainee Savile
Row Tailor, Richard Sansom and there is
a definite sense of classic artisanship
threading through their debut single.
Lead track ‘Echoes’ starts quietly and
blooms like an inkblot, with Sansom’s
breathy baritone lifting the tune as the texture warps and wefts.
It’s gotta be said that his voice is pretty close to David Sylvian
or Hayden Thorpe, and there’s a broader Wild Beasts influence
in the restraint and gloopy richness of the accompaniment…
but just when the band have built things up nicely, the tune
takes an unexpected and frankly pretty weird turn into a
psych-tinged bridge. It’s a jarring move that doesn’t quite
work and takes the momentum out of the track. B-side ‘Bright
Eyes’ is a bit more propulsive and there are some cool
production flourishes, but ultimately the vocals seem a bit
aimless and meandering. Wild Swim have clearly got some cool
ideas but they would benefit from slightly tighter stitching. (DP)

chad valley
young hunger
Jonquil’s lead singer Hugo Manuel
returns with his debut LP released on
Loose Lips Records. A plethora of well
chosen international guest vocalists
are drafted in, ranging from Sweden’s
El Perro Del Mar on the downbeat
‘Evening Surrender’, Oxford’s own TEED
on ‘My Life is Complete’, and America’s Glasser on the beautiful
‘Fall 4 U’. As an album, the simplicity of the beats and 80s-
inspired warm synths grow in strength and unity after repeated
listens. This is a strong album of vocal-led retro-inspired pop,
with hints of Prince and Mika throughout which ultimately
provides a warming collection of songs. (AF)

dance a la plage
a short stay at clarence pier
Banbury’s Dance a la Plage come from
the same school of annoyingly upbeat
guitar pop as Scouting For Girls, Two
Door Cinema Club and The Hoosiers,
but manage to retain a shadow of
credibility by sounding ever so slightly
less polished (though this is probably
due more to budget restraints than anything else). Instantly
forgettable lyrics, sung in archetypal boy band style, are
accompanied by precise jangly guitars and understated
drums resulting in a buoyant collection of shiny, teen-friendly
pop songs. Still quite a lot better than Bieber though. (CC)

mat gibson
long goner
Long Goner is the new album from
Oxford/London based singer songwriter
Mat Gibson, the follow up to 2011’s
acclaimed ‘Forest Fire’. Though in many
ways ‘Long Goner’ shows little in
terms of sonic progression from its
predecessor, this time around the songs
are deeper, better constructed, and more politically aware.
On ‘For Ma’, Gibson’s yearning vocals accompany reverb-
laden Americana – tinged guitar, ‘Fever (In Our Eyes)’
mournfully denotes a riot-torn Britain, whilst the spacious
piano riff of opener ‘Before The Dawn’ provides a worthy
overture of what’s to follow. An intense offering, rich, scenic
and wonderfully built, promising even better things in the
future. (CC)
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death of hi fi
anthropocene
Death of Hi Fi are an experimental
production duo from Witney, and this,
their debut LP, shows off their broad
influences and tastes in hip hop, glitchy
dub, house beats and electronica.
‘Anthropocene’ is predominantly about
vocal hip hop work outs, with guest
MCs drafted in from Oxfordshire and beyond.

Opening track ‘Hello from the Children of Planet Earth’ is
an audio montage of layered spoken words that leads directly
into the teasing intro beats of ‘Entering Orbits’.  Unfortunately
it’s over before you know it, and we are thrust headlong into
‘Art of Sedition’, a dark, bassy stomper with great vocals
from Mark D and Witchcraft. Throughout there are nods to
traditional hip hop production with vinyl scratches and
crackles, but predominantly Death of Hi Fi offer up a
grandiose modern electronic workout with crisp, clear bass
and multiple layers of synths and drums that gives the usual
“minimal” hip hop styles a wide berth.

Stand-out moments including N-Zyme’s lyrics on
‘Godssaveus’ and the male/female vocal layers on ‘Bullspit’
(which reminds me of The Roots) all add to the quality and
depth of the beats on offer. The beautiful voice of Stella and
the dubby backing groove on ‘Painted Faces’ conjures up
‘Sugar is Sweeter’ by CJ Bolland, and title track
‘Anthropocene’ gives a nod to Aphex Twin’s “Girl/Boy
Song” but without the savage amen breaks.  Album closer
‘You Are Here’ is a brave mixture of breaks morphing into 4/4
trancy beats.

It is a well produced hip hop album, with splodges of other
genres mixed into the pot and in an age where most people
listen to their music collections on the go via MP3 player, this
album does the shuffling for you. (AF)

lewis watson
another four sad songs
Despite the EP’s less-than-inspiring
name, Lewis has managed to nail it
again. The 4 tracks have the same,
familiar, acoustic guitar sound but he
avoids doing the same thing over –
‘Sink or Swim’ has a rougher vocal and
production than we’ve heard from him
before. Purposely less crisp and clean than the other tracks,
it works – “I’ll be holding onto you for dear life” goes the
refrain and it has the perfect balance of vulnerability and
resistance. ‘Even If’ is about a relationship that’s gone bitter
due to a bad mistake. “I know, I got a hill to climb, and I know,
I’ll never quite convince you” – the lyrics have made home
in my head and tug the heartstrings but I’d have liked to
have heard more anger on the line “I’d smash the whole
thing down, if I could turn it round” to fully convince me
that he’ll win the girl back! The last song, ‘Lamplight’, a
Bombay Bicycle Club cover shows Lewis can put his unique
twist on pretty much anything. The EP is catchy but never
contrived and it sounds like his recordings are becoming more
accomplished. In short, another fine release from Oxford’s new
hot property. (HD)

half naked
you won’t stop us
Due to the fact that 90% of the music
currently coming out of Oxford is some
combination of folk, indie and
alternative, Half Naked are, by default,
rather original. Outside of Oxford
though, they’re pretty indistinguishable
from 90% of half way decent UK emo
rock bands. Single’ You Won’t Stop Us!’ sounds like Enter
Shikari’s vocalist singing over Young Guns – sincere vocals
overlay multifaceted guitars in semi-interesting time
signatures, backed by meticulous drumming, more of which
continues onto B-side ‘Remember Me’, though this time
with slightly more distortion. Not exactly innovative, but
nonetheless, demonstrably accomplished. (CC)
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Godspeed You! Black Emperor –
Allelujah! Don’t Bend! Ascend: The first
record from the band in ten years,
the album collects studio versions of
old bootlegs called ‘Albanian’ and
‘Gamelan’ albeit under different
names, alongside two shorter drones.

Back at the turn of the century
Godspeed were pigeonholed alongside the likes of Mogwai and
Sigur Ros as being at the forefront of modern post-rock. Both of
the others have faltered in the meantime, with patchy and
unimpressive records. Godspeed have emerged as if from
cryogenic freezing, and continue to blow the opposition away.

First up, ‘Mladic’ is the studio version of the aforementioned
‘Albanian’ and is quintessential Godspeed. A ghostly sample is
soon enveloped by bending guitar strings and a bass drone,
building over the course of five minutes into a tense, warped, and
quite frankly terrifying track. It wouldn’t feel out of place on the
‘Slow Riot for New Zero Kanada’ EP – all huge guitars and urgent
pummelling of the two drum kits.

Secondly, ‘Gamelan’ is now titled ‘We Drift Like Worried Fire’
and is a much more positive, warm and hopeful tune that would
sit comfortably alongside the best parts of Lift yr Skinny Fists –
there’s a regal, open feel to it, underpinned at nearly ten minutes
by an overwhelmingly simple two-note bass line that really ties it
all together.

This record allows you to reference their back catalogue quite
easily – as it doesn’t drift too far from what we know Godspeed
are capable of. The scary thing is that both of these songs are
over 10 years old – I look forward to what’s coming next!

Halls – Ark: Following on from last
year’s ‘Fragile’ EP, Ark is the debut
long-player from London’s Sam Howard.
Aged just 21, this release marks him
out as a precocious talent, which has
been reflected in the moderate buzz on
the likes of Drowned In Sound. Whereas
earlier work was glitchier and more

classically electronic in nature, Ark finds the paced slowed
somewhat and an almost morbid sense of the sombre pervades
proceedings. Howard’s voice is to the fore alongside church
organs, ghostly chatterings of passers-by and, on ‘White Chalk’,
a sweeping choir.

Comparisons to James Blake have been plentiful – however,
there appears to be more of an emphasis on substance over
style in this case, almost to the point where something more
throwaway might have been a relief. ‘Roses for the Dead’ evokes
Thom Yorke’s The Eraser while ‘Reverie’ hints at what may be
in store when he plays live, with acoustic drums and a more
traditional instrumental palette.

Four Tet – Pink: Kieran Hebden has
been busily reinventing himself
throughout his career and his new
record as Four Tet is the next step in a
process that stretches back as far as
2008’s ‘Ringer’ EP and was continued
with 2010’s There is Love in You.  Pink
is a dancefloor record through and

through – referencing elements of his own back catalogue
throughout.

There are moments of reflection, though. The bubbling, soft
synths that form the building blocks of ‘Peace on Earth’, for
example, could sit happily on any of Hebden’s records, but the
pulsing Reich-esque climax is pure ‘Ringer’ – and could be ripped
straight from a mid-70s Harmonia record.

An interesting reference point for this album has been the close
release of ‘Jiaolong’ by Dan Snaith’s Daphni project which came
out only weeks after Pink, and ticks a lot of the same boxes.
Similarly, There is Love in You and Snaith’s 2010 album Swim
under his other moniker (Caribou) complemented each other
perfectly – and these two new records certainly continue this
career convergence.

Opener ‘Locked’ is the closest to old-school Four Tet you’re
going to get. The laid back tempo and euphoric hook would chime
well alongside anything on Rounds. However, the backbone of Pink
is pure floor-fillers – tracks designed to boom into dark clubs as
seen in the recent back-to-back DJ sets with Snaith. ‘Pinnacles’,
‘Pyramid’ and ‘Lion’ are all beat-led tracks with clinical
percussion supplemented by inventive vocal sampling, house
piano and uniquely Four Tet synths. Outstanding.

Bat For Lashes – The Haunted Man:
The third album from Natasha Khan
aka Bat For Lashes comes after a
sizeable gestation period where, if
interviews are to be believed, Khan
toyed with leaving the music industry
and becoming a primary school teacher.
It is our gain then that she has

returned. While much has been made of the rather striking cover
art, it is the music that will stay in the mind. Khan seems more
relaxed and happy to indulge herself and her listener in big tunes
and ambitious production. The opening ‘Lillies’, and the dual
delights of Laura and Marilyn allow Khan to exercise her vocals
over sturdy, plotted beats and shimmering synths.

The influence of Kate Bush is writ large across much of the
record, particularly in the militaristic choir that emerges from the
midst of the title track. While Bat For Lashes has a way to go to
be considered such an enduring artiste, a third record of such
considered, beautiful, yet unselfconscious pop music, is a step
in the right direction.





Doors 7pm unless stated

10.30pm - 3am • over 18s only

10.30pm - 3am • over 18s only

Mon 12th Nov • £14 adv

Mon 12th Nov • £8 adv

Tues 13th Nov • £14 adv

Weds 14th Nov • £5 adv
7pm • Moved from The Jericho, Oxford, All Ages

Fri 16th Nov • £10 adv

Fri 16th Nov • £14 adv
7pm - 10pm

Fri 16th Nov • £25 adv
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Sat 17th Nov • £13 adv
7pm - 10pm

Sat 17th Nov • £6 adv
7pm - 11.30pm

Sun 18th Nov • £18 adv

Mon 19th Nov • £10 adv

Weds 21st Nov • £8 adv

Weds 21st Nov • £5 adv
10pm - 2am • over 18s only

Thurs 22nd Nov • £5 adv

Fri 23rd Nov • £11 adv
7pm - 10pm

Sat 24th Nov • £7 adv

Mon 26th Nov  

Tues 27th Nov • £8.50 adv

Thurs 29th Nov • £18 adv

Fri 30th Nov • £10 adv
7pm - 10pm

Fri 30th Nov • £10 adv
7pm - 10pm

Sat 1st Dec • £11.50 adv
7pm - 10pm

Sun 2nd Dec • £21.50 adv

Sun 2nd Dec • £8 adv

Thurs 6th Dec • £17.50 adv

Fri 7th Dec • £12 adv
7pm - 10pm

Sat 8th Dec • £6 adv

Tues 11th Dec • £18 adv

Thurs 13th Dec • £24 adv

Fri 14th Dec • £12.50 adv

Sat 15th Dec • £7 adv

Sun 16th Dec • £15 adv
7pm - 10pm

Rescheduled show • original tickets valid

Sun 16th Dec • £12.50 adv

Fri 21st Dec • £8 adv
8pm - 12 midnight

Mon 31st Dec • £10 adv
10.30pm - 3am • over 18s only

Sat 19th Jan 2013 • £6 adv
7pm - 11.30pm

Thurs 14th Feb 2013 • £14 adv

Fri 15th Feb 2013 • £10 adv

Thurs 21st Feb 2013 • £12 adv

Fri 22nd Feb 2013 • £?? adv
11pm • over 18s only

Sun 24th Feb 2013 • £20 adv
7.30pm

Fri 1st Mar 2013  

Thurs 7th Mar 2013 • £15 adv

Sat 9th Mar 2013 • £17.50 adv
7pm - 10pm

Rescheduled show • original tickets valid 

Mon 11th Mar 2013 • £14 adv

Sat 16th Mar 2013 • £14 adv
7pm - 10pm

Mon 18th Mar 2013 • £23 adv

Fri 22nd Mar 2013 • £10 adv
7pm - 10pm

Fri 22nd Mar 2013 • £12.50 adv
7pm - 10pm

Fri 5th Apr 2013 • £8.50 adv
7pm - 10pm

Fri 19th Apr 2013 • £22.50 adv
7pm - 10pm

Thurs 9th May 2013 • £20 adv
Seated show • unreserved seating


